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INTRODUCING KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

CIARA LANCASTER
Ciara Lancaster is Australia's leading change fatigue and
resilience expert, keynote speaker and best-selling author.
Ciara help's resilient leaders re-awaken their brilliance and
optimise their performance. Her expertise comes from leading
teams of 500+ through business transformation at the Big 4
and from the research uncovered in #1 best-selling book
'Reimagine Change', awarded a 'Finalist Medal' in the 2021
Australian Career Book Awards.
Your audience will be nodding along to the unspoken
challenges in today's workplace (fatigue, change expectations
and poor innovation) before being transformed by the latest
human behaviour hacks and practices. Human skills are THE
competitive advantage in the decade of disruption, the postpandemic world and the future of work.
When learnings are relevant, relatable and research-backed,
your audience will leave ready and willing to make an impact.
All keynotes are underpinned by the latest research in modern
psychology, neuroscience and change leadership.
You will frequently see Ciara Lancaster's thought leadership in
the media. The Financial Review, Sky News, In The Black,
Women's Agenda and CEOWorld Magazine to name a few.

WHAT MY CLIENTS SAY:

CIARA LANCASTER
"Ciara Lancaster was a great addition to our global
conference! The content was highly relevant to the
audience and very well received. Ciara should be on
everyone’s shortlist for keynote speakers!"
IBM / CUBEWISE GLOBAL CONFERENCE (ROADSHOW)
"We thoroughly enjoyed working with Ciara for our
event. Her topic on resilience and overcoming
change fatigue was very topical at the time of our
conference. Her keynote provided a sense of
optimism and togetherness, and contributed to a
positive message on which to end the conference.
AUSTRALIAN INT. EDUCATION CONFERENCE
"Ciara went above and beyond to prepare for the
event and tailor her presentation to our audience.
She delivered a thought-provoking presentation."
AUSTRALIAN ACCREDITED CERTIFIER CONFERENCE
Ciara provided exceptional value for our community,
we look forward to having her back!
CHANGE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
BOOK CIARA LANCASTER

VIRTUAL & IN-PERSON SPEAKING:

CIARA LANCASTER
RE-ENERGISING RESILIENT LEADERS IS AVAILABLE AS:
A Roadshow Experience (3 separate signature keynotes)
Individual Keynotes (Flexible length of 20 to 45 mins)
Panels, Fireside Chats & Interviews (Brief Ciara)
Post-Event Digital Resources (Books & Pdfs)
What else can be added to delivery? Just ask!
SELECT A DELIVERY MODE FOR YOUR EVENT:
On Stage (Face 2 Face)
Hybrid Conferences (External Studio)
Virtual Events (High-End Experience, details on website)
Investing in your team's experience is my top priority. You can
expect a delivery style that is modern, interactive and most
importantly research-rich. This guarantees every attendee's
learning style is catered for and valuable insights result in realtime transformation.
EVENT PLANNERS:
Visit the dedicated event planners page on the website.
BOOK CIARA LANCASTER

THEMES: Change, Resilience, Mental Health, Team Care, Growth
In this research-rich and compelling keynote, you'll discover:
The psychology of unifying teams that have experienced stress from disruption,
uncertainty and constant change
How to define the human experience of fast-paced change and embrace the need
to think differently
How to diminish change fatigue in the workplace and shift beyond the status quo
How to develop a resilience shield mindset that sets you and your team up for
sustainable personal transformation
PROBLEMS IT SOLVES:
Stop ignoring residual 'emotional contagion' from the pandemic. Start nurturing selfleadership and change agility. Why? Because optimism for all that you are capable of
feels phenomenal.
Resilient leaders, let's reimagine change!
BOOK CIARA LANCASTER

THEMES: Self-Leadership, Mindset, Neuroscience, Adaptivity
In this research-rich and compelling keynote, you'll discover:
The 3 keys of self-leadership thanks to neuroscience (expect thought-provoking
wonder, not complex jargon)
How to cope in an often overwhelming world
How to change and adapt to the pace of expectations
How to cultivate contentment in high-pressure environments in business and
beyond
PROBLEMS IT SOLVES:
Stop defaulting to primal patterns, social conditioning and pandemic fatigue that no
longer serves you. Start to activate modern mindset momentum and re-energise team
culture.
Resilient leaders, let's reimagine change!
This is an ideal stand-alone conference keynote, virtual or in-person.

BOOK CIARA LANCASTER

THEMES: Bouncing Forward, Human Potential, Productivity, Creativity
In this research-rich and compelling keynote, you'll discover:
The 3 success strategies for hybrid work
How to welcome back willpower and direct your focus
How to befriend digital productivity hacks
How to awaken creativity and flow for fulfilment
PROBLEMS IT SOLVES:
Stop hindering your performance with distractions and learned non-creative
behaviour. Start to optimally function from a new frequency and thrive in the new era.
Popular with work-from-anywhere teams that want to bounce forward. Brain-friendly
practices underpin break-through brilliance.
Resilient leaders, let's reimagine change!
This is an ideal stand-alone conference keynote, virtual or in-person.
BOOK CIARA LANCASTER

